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Gray Monk winery, Okanagan,

Canada.

Hold it! Get the freshest fruit from

family growers in Okanagan,

Canada
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Thompson Okanagan, a BC Wine
Wonder

recommended by Aminah Khan

                  Image courtesy Tourism British Columbia, Canada

Often regarded as one of the most scenic wine regions in the world,

The Okanagan valley in British Columbia is all about sunshine,

spectacular lake views and fresh fruity wines. With over 10,000 acres of

vineyards and close to 100 wineries the Okanagan valley is not just

BC's oldest wine region but also its largest, which appeared on the

world wine map in 1990.

 

If you're a wine enthusiast then a trip to the Thompson Okanagan vineyard

will be the icing on your BC vacation and one winery worth seeing is Mission

Hill says local wine expert Rhys Pender who runs the Okanagan Wine

School.

 

"It's a beautiful architectural place set up on top of a hill. You walk into the

courtyard and there's a bell tower, an amphitheatre, it's almost got a monastic

feel to it. That's one place to visit for the sheer beauty of it and they make

some pretty good wines too!" he says.

 

The nice part about what is usually a quiet and relaxing walk through the

vineyards (apart from a free tan!) is tranquillity. "You may hear a few birds

chirping and the sound of tractors and bird cannons trying to scare away

some of the birds", says Rhys.

 

During the summer months sunshine pours down like treacle at 40 degrees

over this rain shadow area between the coast and Monashee Mountains

making it even warmer than the Napa Valley. In fact it has often been referred

to as 'Napa North' according to local wine expert Rhys Pender.

 

The climate makes it possible for a diverse selection of grapes to grown here,

which is not something you'll have seen anywhere else in the world along the

same latitude. The southern part of the Okanagan valley is the hottest and the

driest and part of the region that's actually part of the Sonoran desert whose

arid land stretches right through U.S.A all the way down to Mexico.

 

This region is tucked away from the draft of the cold wet winds of the Pacific

and summer days are almost 15 hours long. The balmy summers and serene

natural surroundings make Okanagan a popular visitor attraction at this time
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of the year. Some of the best wineries here see up to 100,000 visitors a year.

 

The nights here are cool, which helps preserve the lively and intense fresh fruit

flavours of Okanagan wines. The winters, are freezing which is good for

icewine makers. The lower the temperature dips the better, because -10 to

-12 degrees Celsius is the ideal temperature for picking grapes for icewine.

 

But conducive as the cold is for making icewine, it makes production of their

award winning Shiraz quite a challenge. "Shiraz is proving not to like the

winters here as much as some of the other grape varieties so its proving to be

a battle between man and nature to see who will win", says wine expert Rhys

Pender.

 

Okanagan Shiraz is extremely popular but it's quite different from the sort

sipped in Australia. "These wines have a very intense peppery character and

very floral plum flavours" says Rhys.

 

The feel of the floor in the Okanagan Valley varies drastically as you move

from Kelowna in the north where temperature are moderated and vineyards are

smaller to the south where the rainfall is much less and 55% of BC's

vineyards are found.

 

As you move down the loamy lake side slopes of Kelowna onto the terraced

vineyards of Naramata where autumns are frost free, you'll find the ground turn

to gravel and clay. Go further south and the soil gets sandier. That's why you

could be picking Chardonnay and Riesling up in Kelowna and red grapes

reminiscent of Bordeaux in the south.

 

If there's one thing you'll find in Okanagan's vineyards it's diversity from soil to

sky with lots of different grapes to see and sample as you make your way

south from Kelowna.
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Canada.
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Canada
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Okanagan's Icewine

 

Canada is famous for its Icewine and some of the best varieties come from

the Okanagan Valley. "This is an amazing product because it can only be

made in a few countries. These grapes freeze on the vine and it's nature's way

of concentrating the flavours." says Rhys Pender a local wine expert who runs

the Okanagan Wine School.

 

Great as it tastes making icewine can be quite a cold process because

temperatures need to be close to -8 degree Celsius for the grapes to be

picked. If you're brave enough to venture out into the moonlit snow you'll see

that you're not the only one who thinks night time grape picking is fun even if

it is the middle of winter.

 

You can watch the grapes being pressed and the concentrated flavours and

sweetness trickle out of the frozen white beads. These wines are intense and

rich and a Canadian luxury for the palate. "You can't drink them every day,

they're expensive but it's something really special" says Rhys.

 

If you were a vineyard worker here you'd work right through the winter unlike

those elsewhere on the world wine map. "In most other places you harvest

your grapes in the fall and then you don't have to return for a couple of months

to start pruning, but when icewine's being made the vineyard managers are

sitting next to the phone checking their temperature alarms, reading weather

forecasts, making sure they've got enough grape pickers lined up to be called

in in the middle of the night at a moment's notice. It really adds a whole new

element to the job of a vineyard manager and something that should be

recognisable".

 

The best grape variety for icewine is the classic Riesling and the frozen

grapes are often picked in the moonlight or in the light of the tractors because

there's a very small window where the temperature is right for grape picking

and that's usually in the wee hours of the morning.
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        Golf course in Okanagan © kelowna09

From vineyards and wine tasting to the highest peak of the Canadian

Rockies and a waterfall twice the height of Niagra in a region that can

makes the word desert seem apt there's plenty more outdoors stuff on

offer at Thompson Okanagan.

 

Tee off in a truly unspoilt natural surrounding or treat yourself to some fine

wining and dining at the Mission Hill winery. From winter skiing experiences

to summer adventures on horse back there's always a good reason to visit

this part of BC.

 

This video provides a glimpse of the many wonders Thompson Okanagan has

in store for its visitors.
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